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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cente per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with' no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no re!unds i( cancelled
before five insertions), Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N.M.
8713~.
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1. PERSONALS

PREGNAN'f AND NEED HELP? You have fricn.
ds who care at Birthright 247·9819,
tfn
IF YOU 'i'HINK you're pregnant and are confused
about it. Call AGORA. 277·3013. 24 hours.
11/14

STEAK PIZZA at Pepin a's on Centrnl. Also daily
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
11/14
MEN AND WOMEN looking for a way to balance
mind, body, and emotions. Call days: David 243·
5333; nights: March 2•12·7303,
11/18
MARY -I'll g-et 5omething else to- do:... with
someone who likes Carraro's Pizzas as much as I
do,Nick.
11/13
SHOWCASE, For: AU facets of performing arts:
mime, psychodrama,. magicians, puppeteers, pain·
ters, scuipturers, mind readers, etc. If you have
talent the world needs to know-we have the
place ... Call Toby 296-7555.
11/14
TIMELESS GIFTS· Books for all seasons at UNM
BOOKSTORE. Southwestern, art, gift & child
rens-givc a book this Christmas!
'11/13

2.

ACCURATE FESTIVE BIRTH Horoscopes
drawn by Professional Astrologer $5,QO. Unique
Christmas, birthday gift. Interpr:etath;m $15.
Astrology classes begin D~c. 4, 1975, Bill Nolan,
268~0247.
11/18
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on df~scrtations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frnuenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM seleCtric.
accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147.
11/19

Guara~tecd

WILL
3292.

TYPE
11/14

PAPERS.

Call

Kim

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts, t.hesis,
dissertations, 50c per page, 345-3288.
11/14

4.

FORRENT

ROOMMAT:E NEEDED~ Spacious SW vodley
home-fireplace, ' den wI WOCldburning stove,
large fenced yard, $80/monlh. utilities included.
Mitch, days 836-5005.
11/17

ROOM IN

BEA UTIFUI. mountain foothllls
home, Mature responsible professional woman
preferred. 294-4944.
11/17

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT $125, one bed·
room apartment $110, $75 deposit, 1216 Marble
NW.294-4944, 243·6389.
· 11/17

5.

FORSALE

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
12/4
Central NE, 268·8455.
FRYE BOOTS Womcns 7 new, make offer. Pat
268·8741.
11/13

LOST & FOUND

ll/18

SILVER SHADE Persian cat, female, year old.
$60 mtlke offer. 765-1588.
11/18
VW CAMPER 1961 new engine & transmission,
11/19
radials, $600. 262..0185.
ROYAL ULTRONIC OFii'ICE Typewriter, Good
condition. $2l5 new. Sell $75. 243-5447,
11/19

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest Europenn makes, Gitanes $115; Ber·
tins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
2122Coal PI SE. 843-9378.
tfn
SHEP'S M0f£QRCYCLE accessories & parts,
street and dirt, 9607 Menaul NE. 2921642,
ll/14
SCHWINN VARSITY 26", Recently overhauled,
cleaned, lubed, front to back. New cables, brake
p..:dsn\l around. 247-1457 R<lbert.
11/17

PIONEER SR-202 stereo reverberation nmpli·
fier $65, 266·5158,
11/14
PETRI 55mm CAMERA, SLR, automatic view
finder very good condition $90, Also 8-track
Clarion car stereo with FM radio and two Jensen
speakers $100. Will negotiate. Denise 898-9783
leave message.
11/13

6.

EMPLOYMENT

A;ij

8.

Friday, November 14, 1975

'YANTED; Us~d pinball machines, any Cllndi·

NEW MEXICO'S BiriYClJE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus-Cycl~ry, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190,
tfn

''HAYWIRE" B~~dio~irc
Cull243·3632. 83J.5908.

LA BELLE'S IS AGA)N hiring Cor Christmas
help-Cull and p.nt time sales and cashiering people

tJOll,

293-1818.

-~----
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·-

1215
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MALE SIAMESE CAT wanted -to -;;t~
female blucpoinL Siamest' immcdiolely, call
243·5821 evl'nings.
11:)4

------

--.

.

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonhl)les, blin·
dhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4,00,
262·0637.
ll/14

--~----·-

·-
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·-

~

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. After·
noons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday night.<?, Must be 21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save Way
Liquor· Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NE.
11/25

KA YAK·almosl new dick held medal with pad·
die $130. 831~0696.
11/13
NEW CORON AMATIC 2200 electric typewriter,
excellent condition, $250 <Jr best <JCCer. Cnll 242·
7309.
11/17

WORK 3 Evenings nnd Saturdays. $90 weekly
avg,£.ar necessary. 255-63093·5 PM only.

11/13

arthur knight

Thursday
Lecture by
Arthur Knight
Sex in the
Cinema
SUB Ballroom

Friday
Gumshoe

(aulhor ot'•Piayboy"s .. Sez in the Cinema series)

wilh

sex in lhe cinema

Intelligent and
Entertaining!

aa illuslraled hislor1·
'

Saturday

WEDDING INVITATIONS & Photography.
Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.
11/13
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Cu.!ltom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of film, Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, i£ asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
ten

Covered
· 'WV'ago.n
Makers o1-Hand M~e lndion Jewelry

Sex in the Cinema

Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB B9x office & Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00
General Admission $2.00

ASUNM Results Still Unofficial
•
Run-Off. Likely 1n
Elections

M, -r;;~·nt;.y·,J~~~~

wanted. Apply;< 1CI20 Mcnnul NE during regular
showroom hours.
11/14

AM/FM B·track _r~corder with all the goodies.
11114
$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

Creator of Playboy magazine's
popular and provocative series
Sex in the Cinema is on tour
with his exciting film-lecture
presentation The History of

D.AILV

MISCELLANEOUS

GRILL & FOUNTAIN HELP needed. Apply
in person Dairy Queen lh l, 6313 Central NE.
11/18

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. trn

YOU PICK EM, we'll pic em. Pie Inc. Free
estimates. 881·3134.
11118

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

New Mexico

VISIT RIO DE JANEIRO this Easter
9·17 price $~42 includes air fare, 13 meals', ho~l
transfers. Ca\1293·4200,
tlll8

!YANTED: All kinds of tools! 294·80~6:---liii8

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipmenl40, 50% of[. All reasonable of.
fers accepted. Quality SlE'reo, 3105 Central NE.
256·3505.
11/14

persoa

WANT SOME HONEST DIALOGUE? Throe
small groups are being formed at First United
Presbyterian Church, 215 Locus, NE, beginning
this week and running f~r six weeks: Thursdays,
7:30p.m. "So What's the Difference" (Focusing on
contemporary Christian denominations); Sundays,
10 a.m. "For God's Sake, Be Human!" {The human
aspeds of the Christian Faith); Tuesdays, 7:30
p.m. "Self·Empowermcnt & Awareness"
(Focusing on seU·assertivenessJ. For more in·
formntlon contact Gary Weaver (24'1·9591} or San·
dy Schiltz 1247-98711.
11/18

'

RIDE NEEDED Austin Tex. or 3 hours with'
Nov 21·26. 277-3871.
11/14
m.

--~- ---~------

•

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of N1•vt
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050.
11' 14

TRAVEL

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S. America, Africa, etc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. Expenses paid,
sightseeing. Free info.·Write: International Job
Center, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
1/21

1ft

SERVICES

7.

WANTED: Permission to photograph medium7
large female dog with pups. 255·4239 Rft 0
11/14
er
1:00.

·This Thursday 8:00 pm Popejoy Hall

FOUND, CASH, during the week ending Nov.
6. 277-2557.
11/14

3.

266·

MIDAS MUFFLER for- chevy. Call 265-5495

after 5.

Night of the
Living Dead
7, 9 & 11 pm

OLDTOWN

--lliJS

The official results of Wednesday's ASUNM election are
still unknown with another count
of the votes scheduled today and
a possible run-off election in the
offing.
·
Although the votes were coun·
ted Wednesday night, problems
developed when 35 more ballots
were counted than there were
signatures for people voting.
The problem was compoUJ1ded
when the unofficial tally of the
ballots showed several candidates in the running for the
last four student senate berths in
the election. In all, ten senatorial
seats were up for grabs.
Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM
Attorney General, yesterday
said today's recount of the ballots
will be conducted with tight
security to insure that no more
problen:1s develop.
Sanderoff said the recount will
"'"rmme how many candidates
have to be involved in any
run-off.
Such a run-off, though ap·
necessary at this point,
be called off if those canwho did not score in the
ten in the unoffiCial tally (but
came close) withdraw from
The unofficial count showed
Jaramillo of the USDA
as the leader. He received
Other winners were Rick
Independent (676 votes),
Wiliams- USDA Slate
673),
Rolando
tlena•!idE~z-Student
Veterans
Ellen Greenblatt- USDA

follows: Celia Knight-Dynamic
Duo (551), Les Lamkin-Student
. Veterans (529), Ellen Robinson-Dynamic Duo (528), Charles
Barnhart-Student Veterans
(526), Bob West- USDA Slate
(522), Bill Craig- USDA Slate
Kenneth
Tomlin·
(521),
son- Student Veterans (518)
Steven Shriver- USDA Slat~
(508), James McAtee=-Student
Veterans (503), and Mark Mar·
tinez-Juntos Party and Mike
Israeli Consul General Ehud Lador
Price-Student Veterans, both of
whom received 487 votes.
The reinammg candidates
were Freddie Montoya-Juntos
Partv
(483),
DouR:
Wood-Student Vets (471), Glen
Heider-USDA Slate (468), Tom
Kent- Upward Bound (461)
Francis Sieber- USDA Slat~
(456), Brenda Peoples-Juntos
By Tim Gallagher
Party (429), David C. Cooksey
The
Is;aeli
Consul
General
for the Southwest spoke to about 20
III-~untos Party (365), and
students
m
the
UNM
SUB
Thursday.
Alex1s McNaughton- Upward
Bound (335).
Ehud Lat1or, who has been Consul General for the Southwest
In all, the unofficial tally (headqu~rters in Houston) since 1972, spoke softly except for when
showed that 2041 students voted the. subJect tur~,ed to the ~a.lestine Liberatio~ Organization (PLOJ
in Wednesday's election-280 at wh1ch he called, The Palestmmn Murder Orgamzation."
Lador sa.i~ his duties as Consul General for Oklahoma, Arkansas,
the Geology building polling site,
313 at La Posada, 332 at the T.e~as, Lou:smna and New Mexico include, "looking after visas and
Farris Engineering site, 332 at g1vm~ out mformation t.o the United States public." Lador goes on
President Davis' lawn and 892 at speakmlf tours and publishes material about Israel. He said "We do
not pubhsh lies."
'
the SUB Ballroom.
~f ~.he recent U. N .. decision to equate Zionism with Racism, Lad or
The proposed ASUNM Consmd,
It can not be taken seriously. The state of Israel is not constitution passed by a vote of 1175
about the U.N. resolution because it is ridiculous. We are not
cer?ed
to 300, although whether the
racists;
we have always been the victims of racism.
vote mean.s the Constitution will
:'Th~ d~cisi?n will hurt the U.N. more than it will hurt Israel," he
be adopted is still unresolved.
sa1d.
ASUNM Attorney General Jews.Zwmsm Is a movement to establish Israel as the homeland for all
Sanderoff said the present con·
stitution states any amendments . "The situation in the U. N. is unreal," Lad or said. "We will remain
or changes to it must be ap- m the u'. N. and hope that they begin to use some common sense. The
U. N. uses power against Israel." He said he was encouraged by the
tcont;nul'd
3}

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Paily Lobo
time(sl. beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; !}.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

...:L..L -•
Brian Sanderoff

Slate (647), Kathy Elsberry(604), and Les Marshall-Student
Veterans (593).
Pamela Cyran-Student
Veterans
(565),
Greg
Cruz-Student Veterans (561)
and Ginger Kilbourne- USDA
Slate (560) garnered the eighth
through tenth positions respectively, but none of them received
enough support to guarantee
that the 35 vote discrepancy
would not have affected their
standing.
As a result, after today's
recount of the ballots a run-off
election could be called by the
ASUNM Court between Cyran,
Cruz and Kilbourne and their
closest competitors.
The competition went as

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Enclosed $ - · - Placed by

.Telephone_

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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CContinued ()n

Methadone: Keeping Junkies Off Heroin?
By Mike Gallagher
note: This is tlie final part of a series
with heroin addiction and its treatment in

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

I

Israeli Consul Says
Resolution Ridiculous

·

New Mexico Daily Lobo

I

(

The sun is but an orange streak above the San· ·
Mountains and the people who are climbing out ,
the sewers have dug into their arms stand out· .'
a La Llave storefront.
The people are junkies; some are heroin junkies,
are methadone junkies. They are there to
a small cup of red liquid which is their daily
of methadone.
Hands turn blue from the cold and some need to .
the methadone down with water. For some ·
· is the first stop before going to work. For most
day will be spent looking for work, which. tthey 1. i
, I not be able to get because a doctor will not ' ~·
1 a physical report. Still others will spend the ,.
looking for a fix.
.
Son;e
of
the
people
that
come
into
the
program
,
·
1
hke the typical television junkie, but others . f
be the construction worker living next door t
the "nice," clean-cut couple you niet hiking in .'.i
Colorado last summer.
y
1,nettlad<>nfeederal law a "client" must pick up the 1
~~·
six days a week-urine samples a!e ~
taken-for the first 90 days. It is hard to get a ·!
from methadone, and junkies coming off the
•
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It's meant to keep them off the junk.

street cannot get high off the dose received in
program.
·There are six La Llave storefronts in
Albuquerque; three storefronts working in
met~adone tr~atment, one drug free storefront,
one mtake umt and a multi-service unit. There
also a 21-day detoxification center at BCMC.
La Llave helped to arranged interviews with
., several persons in their programs.
~AN.' 30, came back from Vietnam with shrap·
nel m ?Is l~g and, as he put it, "a messed up head."
He IS d1fferent from many addicts; he did not
start shooting until he was 28. "It becanie harder
to get valium. Doctors wouldn't give it to me at the
Veterans Hospital-neither would the private doc':· to;s. I was real nervous and I couldn't sleep," he
.. sa1d quietly.
·
"A friend told me about heroin. He said it would
help me sleep. It got bad-the money wasn't going
to my wife and kids. She was the one who told me
about methadone. I had never heard of it before,"
he shrugged.
"I sold a lot of turquoise, stolen turquoise ... yeah,
most of it was stol!:n. See, I'd buy it for $35-sell it
for $100-the pieces might be worth $200," he said.
He has been in the methadone program for a few
months. "I still shoot once or twice a month.
friends have the stuff and ask me if I want it .
it's only like $25 a month," he explained.
(Continued on page 8)
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Student Group Allows Sun School
To Include Solar Trailer in Tours
By Joe Donnelly
UNM's Student Solar Group
has given permission to the Sun
School to include its a ward winning solar heated trailer in tho
School's optional tours, settling 11
controversy over outside use of
the traile1·.
The students discovered the
inclusion of their trailer in the
tours offered by the school but
were never asked officially for
permission. 'l'ho group (eared it
was a commercial concern trying
to take over the trailer.
Pel'ry Matthews, Solar Group
president, said the students
gave their permission because
the Sun School was not a private
concern of Industrial and
Systems Engineering Inc. (ISE)

He said the Sun School would
barely be breaking even.
"ISE is piloting the program
and if it is successful, it would be
handed over to the schools. It
isn't going to be for profit," Matthews said.
Charles Richards, faculty adviser for the student group, said
he understood the unofficial inclusion of the trailer in the tours
was an accident.
Richards said, "After talking
to everyone my general impression of the problem was a
communication ln·cakdown."
The Sun School is sponsored
by I.S.E., Technology Applications Center of UNM,
Energy Research and Development Institute of Now Mexico
State University, Energy and
Resources Laboratory of UNM,
New Mexico Solar Energy
Association, and New Mexico
Department of Development.
The school's second workshop
and tour will be held in Las
Cruces, Nov, 19 to 21.
There
are
two
UNM
professors lecturing in the
workshops.
Larry W. Bickle, associate
professor
of
Mechanical
Engineering, will be speaking on
solar water heaters, greenhouses
and swimming pool heaters.
Melvin Eisenstadt, a past
engineering professor now
working on a law degree, wlll
discuss the legal aspects of solar
energy. He will deal with the

Charles Richards
but a combination of groups
throughout the state, including
UNM interested in solar energy.

General Store
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111 Harvard S.E.

December 6, 1975
November 17 • 20, 1975
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102
Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators,
Inc. of Woshlngton. D.C. offers o course to help you achieve
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction, taught by attorneys and other professlonols. utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course moterlals and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may tdke the course again at no charge.
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Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050
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IContinu_ed from page 1J

By United Press International

Bomb Explodes in Jerusalem
JERUSALEM--A time bomb apparently set by Arab guerrillas
exploded with a mighty blast in busy Zion Square during the
evening rush hour Thursday, killing or injuring more than three
dozen persons in the worst such terrorist attack in four months.
Police Cornman A rye Ivtzan said six persons were killed and 34
others were wounded. The Israeli National Radio said seven persons were killed.
The AI Fatah Guerrilla Organization claimed responsibility for
the blast and said it ldlled 10 persons only 100 yards from the
home of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Bill Makes Smoking a Crime
WASHINGTON--Rep. Robert Drinnn, D-Mass., claiming
smokers are threatening the health of nonsmokers, Thursday in·
troduced legislation making it a federal crime to smoke in certain
public places.
The bill would also require stronger warnings on cigarette
packages and increase tho Federal Cigarette Tax for the first
time since 1953 by a penny a pack, with the $300 million in
revenues used for research on cancer, heart dcisease and other
smoking-related disease.
'l'he "Smoker and Non-Smoker Health Protection Act of 1975"
would make it n civil offense, punishable by fine, to smoke in
waiting lines, lobbies and boarding areas of airports, train
stations and bus terminals involved in intorstate transportation.
Smoking would also be restricted in certain areas in federal
buildings, military bases and Congress.

Workers Hold Portuguese Head

fact that 29 countries voted with Israel and the United States and 32 proved by a two"thirds vote of
othe~,s abstained, "last year it was just Israel and the U.S. against the the students.
rest.
As over 2000 students voted in
Lador said he_was angered by the recent visit of President Anwar Wednesday's election, some have
Sadat to the Umted States. He said that on the "Today Show" Sadat questioned whether the 1175
said, "W~ have not received any help from the Soviet Union." But total for the Constitution does
~ador s~~d he has r·eceived ~nformation f~om "intelligence operations not attain the necessary twomIs~uel that the Arab natwn have received $1.5 million in aid from thirds minimum of students
Russm. Lador was also angered by an "anti-Semitic speech" that
Sadat gave to the National Press Club.
The soft-spoken Lad or became angry when asked about the !Continued from page 2)
;,a~estini;>n Liberat!on . Organization and its spokesman, Arafat. problems of a neighbor's tree
L1beratwn Orgalllzatwn? ! call it the Palestinian Murder blocking a person's collectors or
Organization," Lador said.
.
having a building built next to
He rei~ ted a ~~ory of how two-eaptured PLO members appeared on existing collectors, blocking
an Israeli television show and said one of their goals in Israel was "to sunlight.
.
cut off the heads of two Israelis and bring them back to Syria to p;ove
The student solar group has
they have accomplished ~he,i,r mission." Israel refuses to speak with
other plans for their trailer
Arafat because, Lador said, he wants to reo!ace Israel with a Secular besides tours.
Democratic State and no such thing- exists. Also, how can you sit
Matthews said group member
down_ and speak with a man <.yho says he wants to kill you."
Milt Szulinski is looking into
He said the PLO is financed by the Kremlin and blames the fighting solar utilization of heat pumps
in Lebanon on Arafat. "Arafat has a bloody hand in Lebanon " he said
for pre-heating instead of the exLador said, "We do not hate the Arabs. We would lik~ to hav~
pensive
high temperature flat
dialogue with them. Just give us peace."
plate collectors.
After the most recent settlement between the Arabs and the
The trailer may also be equipIsraelis Lad or said, "!did not open a bottle of champagne. Right n~w.
ped
with
desiccant
air'
we could probably wm every war we are in, but what after victory? conditioning.
We accepted the last settlement because we only want peace."
Matthews said the trailer is
Lador said the Arabs living in Israel are treated fairly and "have
primarily
an educational device
every right us Israeli citizens," while Israelis are not even allowed to
for
teaching
students and the
enter Arab states.
public.
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Today

throu~h

Across the street but a world away!

j.

Soups, Salads,
Thick Hearty Sandwiches,
Shrimp, Chicken,
Home Made Desserts
Always Friendly Service.
Open 11:30 · 8:30, Closed Sundqys

105 Stanford SE

..
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Rick Lopez, Tom Kent and Kathy
Elsberry over the other contenders.
Senate hopefuls Rolando
Benavidez, Rick Lopez and Greg
Cruz (in that order) took top
honors at the SUB, while three
USDA candidates !Robert West,
Ginger Kilbourne and Kathy
Elsberry) were the leading votegetters at Farris.
Joh~ Goodhue, the party's
campaign manager, attributed
the party's success to hard work. (J)
<
"We got people involved i3
who've never been involved 0'
(J)
before because ASUNM has been "
such a circus," Goodhue said,
_[;;:

'
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CANTERBURY CHAPEL
Sunday Services
9:30 A.M.- Holy· communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion

''

!

Weekday-Holy Communion
425 University NE

12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days

~our

llk:'.:'J!:.-1

1
i

Jl~t&ss ANNtHUJ EHI\IST.MAs BeaK iAb&

. Room 220 Journalism Bldg, (N.W. Comer Yale at Central)
during the saki, All books listed are new, perfect copies, but wo

or other ILtles, soma slightly shopvvom, at sale

BUTiT-ANBIN6 if'EI:l-Abi
NATIVE PLANTS OF THE ROCKY
by H. D. Harrington. "For
seriously considering living off the
trying his hand at new and exciting
or c~tting down on the grocery bill,
IS a must." - Whole Earth
400 pages, 149 line drawings,
SAllE !'IUI!E a 6
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stocks last, All paperbacks $1.00,$2,00 or less,

(Held over through Monday}
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Jet Brings Increased Cancer

WASHINGTON·-'l'he Departme11t of Transportation said
'l'hursduy there will be an adverse environmental impact, in·
Th~ Nt'W Mrxi('o Uaity t.nlm jq puhli'lllt'd
eluding increased noise and a slight increase in skin cancer, if the
Ml.ltlUrt\' thr(')UJth l'"ridny e-\lt'ry r('gult\r Wt"(lk
British-l•'rench supersonic Concorde jet is allowed to land in the
or tlu• \~niHrsity yt'ar and wHkly duritlg ll1t'
United States.
S\lnlln('f 'lt''l5il1li hy thf' nonrd o£ ~hldt'nt
Puhlit<Riiono; c;( thr ttnivt>t'lity I)( Nrw Mrxiro,
Transportation Secretary William Coleman told a news con·
.nnd i~ not CiMnl'ia11v n~<:~~1<'ill.ll."d with PNM.
fercnce
he will make a decision on the landing request early next
Sf'rond riM'!. JH)!!:ta.i(' vaid nl Albuqu('rfJUt>,
N('W Mr>xietl R7J3l. Hoho;uiJltinn nt<' i_"l
year after another hearing to discuss the issues raised by a final
J l(l.OO rur l11P o.radf'mir yrar.
environmental impact statement on the question.
1'1W OJiillfOnq, r>X()ff'S'H'd ltQ tht' t>dilorinJ
Ji:lJ{('S of 1'ht' _tln.il~· 1.0110 llfE' thll'>l' of th('
Coleman said the statement released today in four en·
author ~olrly. PMiRnrd ntJinlonl'\ thnt or llit'
cyclopedia-like
volumes, shows the jet would make things noisier
rditnrinl lmnrd tlf Th(' llAily l.ohn_ :"i,othing
for people living in the vicinity of New York's Kennedy Airport
printrd m 1'hr llnil.\_ f.,\)111 nl't"f'<l'ttlrily
l't'Jll"f'•wnt <~ tlu> ._,if'W1 or t hf' t•tm Pr'iit ~· of N(lw
and Dullt's Airport outside Washington.
M(IXh'O.
a....;::;,:.::.:;;_
_ _ _ _----~----=-~ ' - : - - : - : - :....----~~

.

votmg m the election.
.
Sanderoff yesterday sard he
will issue an opinion on the matter sometime next week.
A breakdown of Wednesday's
election results shows the votes
cast at every polling site strongly
supported the Constitution.
Senate hopefuls Rolando
Benavidez, Rick Lopez and Greg
Cruz (in thu t order) took top
honors at the SUB, while three
USDA candidates (Robert West
Ginger Kilbourne and Kath;
Elsberry) were the leading votegetters at Farris.
Dorm
residents,
voting
primarily at La Posada, chose

.~

'"0

*FINAL DAVS* Monday
Mo_nday, Nov. 10 · Friday, r.tov, 14
We will be open
the noon

4102, 277-4202

'
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llNIVERSITT ElF NEw 14E~Iee

LISBON, Portugal--Thousands of construction workers held
Prime Minister Jose Pinheiro de Azevedo prisoner in his official
residence Thursday until he meets their wage demands. '!'hey in·
vadcd the gardens to prllvent his es~apc by helicopter.
Political parties on all sides mobilized their forces for a
showdown in what politicians culled Portugal's "worst crisis."
The construction workers called for a nationwide general
strike in support of their 25 per cent wage boost demands and
warned that unless tlwPrimc Minister gave in by late Thursday
night "we will move to other forms of baltic."

------ . -"-

The Test:
The Review Course:

Resolution Ridiculous IOontinuodr,f!.~n-Qff ~~kely in! Elections

News

Vol. 79
No. 51
Box 20, University P.O., uNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·

vi'sbellslevi'sflareslevi'scorduroylevi'sbootcutslevi'sshirt
vi'sbellslevi'sflares levi'scorduroylevi's bootc u ts levi's shirt

World

268-4789

(Across Central, Behind the Architecture Bldg.)
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PAINTERS, WHITE PATRONS by
Brody. "Excellent illustrations.
to many fields, from art and anIropciloo,v to minority problems and
~n,onno"- Choice. 92 illustrations,
plates, 238 pages.
$15
SAbE !'l{li!E 08

Tho-.£' s.ttJd('nts v.hn h3\'l.' not !'l'i.'N..-l'J '',

prt'rt>,ltiottration material in th£1 mru\ m
to fir.d matf'rials from thf'ir rollf'gr sh(lt:!il
thE' regiStrar's offlr£" today.

OLD ONES OF NEW MEXICO by
Coles. "Superbly presented. A
reminder of what is lost by the
of our white American culture
old age is perceived as a threat and
People disposed of as unproductive
"·New Republic, 136 pages with
plates by Alex Harris.
SAllE PI{II!E a 6

'

Students: now pre registering for ~nd
who nre t'Oncerned with job
will bl" interE'sted in a
real experie-nce in battling
1
rourse is Jndej)endent Study GS,299. For
fo rontaet Elnine Baca, PIRG ofrlrC'. Ml'~l
Hall.

AttentiGn Engineering Student.'l: Tn!:·
liught"s Aircraft F'ellowship and
Pro8ram for grad study in engim•enng 1
at Car'€er Services Center. 2nd Floor, MuJ
1talJ-S6uth, rm, 2181.

RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE OF
. MEXICO by George Kubler. A leading
hiStorian analyzes New Mexico's outmissions and churches. ?.32
photographs, 42 diagrams.
IAbE !'IUI!E G9

Correction in S('hedule of Gln!lscs:
S('lence, Computing and Jh!ormntitm
004 I! a 3 hour course and will meet
Thurs., 3:30·4:45.

SPANISH STUDENTS
Earn a scholarship as our
campus representative
Contact I.M.l.C,
Chapultepec 444
JaJ. ME=>••~

ZUNIS: "SELF-PORTRAYALS by the
People. Forty-six stories from the
Mral_ literature of the Zuni Indians of
ex~eo portray their history, society,
I
253 pages, illustrations, cloth.
IIAbE IJIUI!E 84

\

SEX ROLES IN LAW AND SOCIETY:
CASES AND MATERIALS by Leo
Kanowitz. "Eminently practical a mine of
information, and readable by th~ laity even
though it is set up as a legal text." Elizabeth Janeway. 720 pages, cloth.
Reg. $20
SAllE !'!{lEE a 9

WE5TEJ:\N INTEJ:\EiT

STARRING
ROBERT
BENCHLEY:
"THOSE
MAGNIFICENT
MOVIE
SHORTS" by Robert Redding. A major
contribution to film history, Anyone who
remembers the joy of Benchley's unique
c~ntribution to film comedy should enjoy
th1s book. 227 pages, illustrated.
SAllE !'RII!E 84
Reg. $?.95

FIRST MAIL WEST: STAGECOACH
LINE? ON THE SA~TA FE TRAIL by
Morns F. Taylor. An Important chapter in
the building of the West. 253 pages,
illustrated.
Reg. ~10
SAllE PRII!E a5

MACARTHUR AND WAINWRIGHT:
SACRIFICE OF THE PHILIPPINES by John
Beck. A fascinating study ·of the darkest
hour in U.S. military history and the two
generals who were caught by defeat. 320
pages, 32 pages of photos.
Reg. $10
SAllE !'RII!E 85

GENERAL POPE AND U.S. INDIAN
POLICY by Richard N. Ellis. The story of ·
federal relationships with western Indians
as seen from the position of the U.S.
military commander in the West, 1865-86.
287 pages.
SAllE !'RII!E 82
Reg. $10

PUBLIC SCIENCE POLICY AND ADMINSTAATION edited by Albert H. Rosenthal. Thirteen national authorities examine
the formulation of public science policy
and the administration of scientific
programs. 340 pages.
Reg. $12
511\.bE 111UI!E 84

PHILMONT: A HISTORY OF NEW
MEXICO'S CIMARRON COUNTRY by
Lawrence R. Murphy. History of the
Philmont country in northeastern New
Mexico and the famous Maxwell Land
Grant. 315 pages, illustrated.
Reg. $12
liilbE !'RII!E 85

FERNANDO
CORTES
AND
THE
MAAQUESADO IN MORELOS, 1522-1547
by G. Micheal Ailey. Account of the vast
estate Cortes acquired in Mexico after he
led the Spanish conquest. 168 pages.
IIAIJE !'llli!E 05
Reg. $10

EJilT5T-ANBIN6 D-AJ:\6-AINS
CHILEAN
POLITICS,
1920-1931
by
Frederick M. Nunn. An in-depth study of
the entry of the military into Chilean
politics. 229 pages.
Reg, $10
SAllE !'RII!E 85
THE SYMBOLIC WORLD OF FEDERICO
GAR~IA LOACA by Rupert C. Allen. A
Jungian study of Lorca's poems and
plays. 224 pages.
Reg. ~8.95
111\IJE IJRIBE ea

THE IDEA OF ROME, edited by David
Thompson. Readings that show what
Rome has meant to historians and poets,
humanists and theologians, artists and men
of letters from Polybius to Burckhardt, 228
pages, cloth.
Reg. $7.95
SAllE PRII!E $3
THE LAST FACE: EMILY DICKINSON'S
MANUSCRIPTS by Edith Wylder. A convincing original study that solves the
mystery of Dickinson's strange "punctuation." 122 pages.
IIAbE !'RillE $3
Reg. $6

NORD FELDT THE PAINTER by Van Deren
Coke. 149 pages, 87 illustrations, 17 in
color.
Reg. $12
SAllE PRIBE 85
HISTORY AND THE IDEA OF MANKIND
edited by W. Warren Wagar. An
examination of the essential nature of
man's spiritual heritage. 115 pages, cloth.
Reg. $12
SAllE PIUllE 83
SWIFT AND SCATOLOGICAL SATIRE
by Jae Num Lee. Traces scatological
satire from Aristophanes through Swift.
158 pages.
Reg. $7.50
51\llE !'f:\11:& 83
THE MEANINGS OF HAMLET by Paul
Gottschalk. An intelligent guide to the vast
critical jungle of commentary on Hamlet,
207pages.
Reg. $7.50
IIAilE J'RII!E 83
SNE·BFJbll'!\R ii'E.Eh\bS
The Captain of Industry in English
Fiction
J. Ross Browne: His Letters, Journals
and Writings
New Mexico's Quest for Statehood
Disaster at Moscow: Von Bock's
Campaign
Foundations of Education
Keith and Costa Rica
Thurman Arnold: Social Critic
Dancing Diplomats
Modern American Diplomacy
Politics and Purse Strings in New
Mexico's Public Schools
The Religious Issue in the State
Schools of England and Wales
Howell's Travels Toward Art
Physiological Systems in Semiarid
Environments
•
The Public Domain in New Mexico
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Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

. Th~ 1975-76 Annual Register of Grant Support
~\;-~~liable for perusal in the GSA omce, rm, 106,

Mick$
'

Reactiong

A Junior College

~M Congress of Parents and Teachers is of. '1j
ferJng n_$~00 schol~rshlp for '75·76 academic year. P.,
To be eligible, apphcanls rnuso5t be nativca of NM ~
up~cr class education students, in need of rinanclai

Input needed from women who nrc interested in
or skilled in self-defense to formulate salt-defense
course outlines, Contact Sandy Ramsey, 277-3393.

as.stst~nce, plan to teach in NM school system, Apphcntions available at Student Aids Office and C·
ccptcd Until Nov. 24.
a

Marion Lauer at UNM Student l{ealth Center
Thunderbird magazine is accepting submissions
for spring semester issue, Art work ahould be submitted in person, Written submissions should be
submitted with a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Submit to rm 132, Marron Hall or mail c/o
Thunderbird, UNM Box 20, Alb. 87131.

pl

r(lminds students going to Quilo to begin their hn"

munlzations immediately in order to completelhem In time for departure in Dec.
Campus Police register and engrave soci11l
.securiLy numbers on bikes, every Wednesday, 11
a.m. to 1 p,m. at· 1821 Roma NE. Bring your
bieycle, UNM ID card and bike serial number.

T~e ~nergy crisis is real, and PlRG is in·
vest!gatl~g problems associated with transit and
lookmg Into transportation alternatives. Con·
cer~ed students are needed to help .• Contact
Ehune Baea, PffiG offil.!e, Mesa Vista Hall.

-By Michael O'Connor

Winter is here·-! can tell.
By Sharon Allen
Being a student is necessarily an indoor occupation. Since J can't
Does New Mexico really need another junior college? 1
see
the seasons change from my windowless, stack eight carrel 1
not. This opinion may at first seem contradictory to my
have developed my own system indicators.
'
reasons since I do ·base it upon the apparent deficiency
~ome people watch or fal~en leaves--! watch for fallen students
many college students in the area of basic knowledge-math,
lyzng all over campus w1th the1r heads buried in class schedules
ce, and English.
The surest harbinger: in winter is t?e occasional student wanderinfl
This deficiency has not only manifested itself in ACT test
glllssy·eyed, mumbling about need1ng two classes to graduate next
but also in the additional hours that many professors
semester, and both classes are on the same day at the same time
When I see that, I know winter is close, because pre·registration ~
teaching principles fundamental to the understanding of their
here.
ticular courses--principles that should have been taught and
As a ;natte.r of fact, one of my artist friends told me his personal
ned in high school.
pre·regwtratwn horror story just the other day:
The main issue is. undoubtedly that of providing and
Most dep~rtments mail c~ass cards to students, but the Fine Arts departquality education. Admittedly, this takes money. I do not
me~!, that frnal bureaucratrc bastion, still requires its students to pick u
derstand, though, .why the taxpayers should finance another i. therrs.
P
stitution to share the responsibility of college preparation with
_I went. ,Monda~ morning to (let mine, only to find a huge line of students
high schools and to provide reinforcement for weaknesses
w1th thw n?ses 1n .cl.ass schedules like commuter lemmings waiting their
turn to leap 1nto obliv1on.
within the high schools themselves.
.
!_finally r~ache? th~ front, and the clerk gave me a green card.
Therefore, to my way of thinking, the solution must be a1m1eaat
~ou have to fill thrs out to get your white card," she said.
improvement of teaching and learning at the high school level.
I
drd,
but she couldn't. find my card and asked me when 1had transferred
.
ce the whole idea of education involves a two-way prcopOilition,
mto Fine Arts. I told her rt was last semester.
both the students and the educators should be held responsible
"~ell, you'll have to fill out a blue card," The person giving those out
its quality. If satisfactory college preparatory courses are
was nght next to her, but I had to get in the blue card line to get it
being offered but not taken by the students, then this indicate1sa
I fi~ally reached the. front and filled out the blue card, only to.find that
need for better counseling within the high schools. Perhaps it
she drdn t hav,e my white card, either.
indicates a need for additional encouragement to the student
;when did you transfer into Fine Arts?" she asked. 1 told her and she
the teacher, the one person who is in the most strategic
satd 1. would have to. go back to the University College to get my card.
for recognizing and reinforcing college-level potential.
, I did, and they sard they had transferred me to Fine Arts last semester 1
w~~t back to the blue card line and told her what had happened.
·
Bringing about these improvements is a task we all must
_
Oh--well,
let
me
look
in
one
other
place."
Guess
what.
believe that the raising of college entrance requirements
I h~ ~ext step in the pre-registration shuffle was to fill out the card and
provide the start. In this way pressure will be placed upon the
turn 11 ln. J~st about every flat space in the building was occupied by
schools to rnake a concerted effort in the direction of a more
students po~1ng over class schedules and filling out computer cards. They
fective teaching-learning situation.
were even 1n the bathroom stalls like sequestered monks illuminating
My hope is to see that we derive maximum benefit from the
•manrusc:rip1ts .. lf you stood still too long, someone tried to use your back for
vestments we make for providing and deriving quality edtJcalion ~~esk. I dectded to leave and come back later in the week when the lines
Rather than relegate money to another institution for which
11ere smaller. Big mistake.
Iwalked up to the secretary to give her my card.
really no need, why not provide the raise in salaries that is
necessary for attracting and keeping the best possible educato~ ,"I'm sorr'(, but I can't take your card," she said. "You'll have to wait for
81en--she takes the cards."
right here at UNM. '
Itried to tell her that all she had to do was drop my card in the trap but
no. dice. While I waited for Ellen, I began to understand why someone' had
by Garry Trudeau Wfltten on the wall, "Be back in five minutes--Godot."
DOONESBURY
.Someone came in while I was there and asked the secretary if he could
PICkup his card, which she promptly gave to him.
I was dumbfounded. "Why won't you take my card " I stammered
angrily. "You gave him his!"
'
'
~"I'm sorry," she repeated, "I only hand out cards, I don't take them.
ttlen takes the cards--you'll have to
for her."

f.

Crowning Was A Double Victory
Editor:
It is amazing to see how quick
and eagerly Kevin Keller exposes
his prejudices. I, mistakenly, Vl(as
under the impression that one is
embarrassed by them and that one
tries to eliminate them. It is very
sad indeed that Kevin feels so insecure about his own sexuality that
he feels so obviously threatened by
a gay woman winning the
Homecoming election.
Most people I talked with con-·
sidered her crowning a victory in
many ways. It is a known fact that
Queen and "Beauty" contests have
long degraded women by putting
them on the meat block to be
judged by men. For a Lesbian to
win is a double victory, in that both
women and
Lesbians are
repressed.
Kevin seems to feel that the
majority of students "voted for
your normal candidate." What,
may I ask, is your normal candidate?
A
Playboy
bunny
'prototype? Presumably a woman?
This seems strange to me.
that
Kevin
is
Assuming
Heterosexual, that is preferring
women in his case, is it not indeed
presumptiuous to expect that Duffy might not prefer women as well?
Why should being female prevent
her from loving women? Just
because
traditiqnally
Heterosexuality has been the norm,
does that make. it the only alter-

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor~ ..
Letters
to
the
editor
should be no Jon~er than 250
o,yords,
typewn tten
and
double spaced.

:

I'
'

native? Let me remind you that
traditionally, racism has also been
the norm.
It is also interesting to see the
comparison of Homosexuality Witch-Hunting to Communist WitchHunting of the McCarthy era. In
both cases the hunted were/are so
intimidated by the hunters that no
one spoke/speaks out for fear of

A Plan To Save
Editor:
Reading
Noel
Lambers'
opinion in yesterday's LOBO, I
just had to laugh.
Lambers assaulted Arthur
Knight as being a representative
of Playboy magazine, a force
which Sir Noel deems antiwomen, anti-gay, anti-Third
World and anti everything
else left wing idealogues
would have us revere.
I, for one, will not defend
Playboy. But I can suggest
that others of Lambers' ilk
consider the following before
they spout off their chic
cliches:
-Playboy has long supported the decriminalization
of marijuana. Red China, that
bastion of "liberation," still
puts drug users behind bars
for years, including pot
smokers.
-Playboy joyfully admits
that masturbation can be fun.
The pamphlets of Mao, like
our old Boy Scout manuals,
would
have
us believe
masturbation causes feeblec
mindedness and hairy palms.
-Hugh Hefner is no saint.
He is no Big Daddy Amin
either.
To those for whom the
Third World, women and

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

r

I

being labeled themselves. Finally,
one person makes a statement of
pride in her sexuality, and she is expected to retreat into the nearest
closet.
Hopefully, that time is past!
Hopefully, people will refuse to be
intimidated by small-minded,
hypocritical bigots like Kevin Keller.
Julie Renaud

gays have become new
religious icons, I say don't let
facts disillusion you. The Holy
Crusaders also believed they
had a plan to save the world.
Jon Bowman

Girgus
Editor:
I read with considerable interest
and pleasure your article earlier this
Fall on American Studies Director
Sam Girgus. We at the University
of Alabama were very disappointed
at losing Dr. Girgus. As a former
student of his I can assure you that
he is dedicated and devoted to
students.
Sam rescued me from the worry.
and indecision of freshmanitis and
helped me onto the road toward
achieving collegiate and career
goals. In my opinion, you at New
Mexico are indeed fortunate to
have an educator of Sam's caliber.
He is deeply committed to the
youth of America and he will give
his all for us.
Hopefully many of you will take
the opportunity to study under
Sam whether you are in the
American Studies program or not. I
and rnany of my former classmates
at Alabama recommend him to you
with the highest regard.
John Plunk
Student Representative to
the Board of Trustees
University of Alabama

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

News Editor
Jon Bowman
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COMMANDER CODY
Thursday, November 27, 1975
8•00 P.M. • Civic Auditorium
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THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD STREET

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM
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POPEJOY HALL

Present
A Company of Talent and Excitement
The

San Diego
Ballet Company
Program
1. Napoli - A joyous wedding celebration is
threatened by witchcraft
II. Harp Concerto- The harp is featured in the
Music by Boieldiey, the dancing is an
inventive blend of classical & modem
III. Paquita - Virtuosity abounds to the exciting
music of L Minkus

Sunday, November 16 · 8:15 pm
AND
The Hilarious All Black B'Way Award Winner

DON'T BOTHER MEICAN'TCOPE
Broadway's Best Musical of 1974
Monday, November 17- 8:15pm
Tickets For Each Show Now Available
$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
Undergrads with activity cards and graduate
students carrying six hours or more
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121
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· Under the L1 hts · .
:1
"'~ I 'W'~i~..

'FtQnkly, my DeQt, I Don't Give Q DQmn'
is an "instrument of commerce,
and therefore is not protected
under the ·Constitution."
Knight said, "This reflects the
attitude of our society and
leaves film vunerable to attack."

'

2

The Hays office, set up as a
watchdog agency under pressure from "womens clubs, ministers, and editors" to set up
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By Harold Smith
Diana Ross, you ar? a pretty
little lady, and you smg ~reat,
but y_ou are no actress m the
new film Mahogany.
Anthony Perkins, altho~~h
you ~sually make a terrific
lunatic, your role as a starmaker photographer (although
I must aqmit "photographers"
d~ ·have a. ten_dency t.o be
slightly stralght-Jackety) 1s not
quit~ up to par with your
previOus performances. I mean
who could believe any man,
even a photographer, couldn't
get it up for a sleazy wom~n
named Mahogany. And m
Rome, too.
.
Tracy Chambers I~ t~e
secretary Ross characteriZes m
a giant urban ~epartment sto:e.
Tracy, poor little Tracy, :w1th
her velvet couch and brightcolored curtains, in her "ghetto" apartment, wants to be a
dress designer. Her macho
politician boyfriend (Billy Dee
Williams) looked better as a
running back for the Chicago
Bears. He and Burt Reynolds
could team up for another football cruncher.
There were, however, three
women, maybe 18 or 19 years
old, sitting halfway up in the
audience at the Los Altos
theatre who seemed to think
Williams was something else.
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Photo by Susan Grimm

'Bartholomew Fair' Here
Ben Janson's "Bartholomew Fair" will be presented
tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30p.m. and Sunday at 2
p.m. Admission is $2 and $1 at the door.
Two UNM English classes are presenting the play, a
satiric comedy written in 1614. It is being co-directed by
Dr. David MacPherson and Noel C. Gordon. Gordon is a
graduate student in English, and says the play "portrays
how visitors to the fair are stripped of their hypocritical
pretenses ..'"

Costumes, food, booths, and the Society of Creative
Anachronism will add atmosphere to the fair, which will
also feature steak-and-kidney-pie, to be sold during in""Tmissi.ons.
Jo'rom the 1oorld·{aolfrllloret hu

,,. .

Ray Bradbury
AUNNERSAL RELEASE

l!ll

"1ahrenheit 451"
TECHNICOLOR~

·Arthur Knight, celluloid sex, and censorship.
By Terry England
"Your daughter is in
trouble."
"What kind of trouble?"
"Sexual trouble."
Well, that was all the man
could say, .since the word
pregnancy was a taboo word in
the forties.
This kind of thing was one of
many examples Arthur Knight
used in his lecture about sex
and film. Words, pictures,
mov.ements and subject matter
were all carefully watched by
many censors, a problem which
afflicts film even yet, according
to Knight.
Knight spoke last night to a
small audience and illustrated
his talk with clips from several.
films, most of which were pretty funny by today's standards.
In the 80 years of film,
Knight said the makers of film
were always trying to get by
the censors. "You .could call it
80 years of censor shocking," he
said. His first example of a censhocker was the Mae Ir-

play. At first, it was shown in a
peep-show machine, where tlie
customer put a penny in and
watched through a glass.
Nobody said anything about the
play or the peep-show, but
when it was shown on a screen,
trouble started.
Knight thinks the trouble
began because the picture was
always seen in the dark, on a
screen bigger than life-size, and
it led people to believe the
morals of the workingman
would be destroyed by that
process. The belly-dancer
Fatima, a hit at the Chicago
World's Fair, ran into the same
problem. Since the film was
only 50 seconds long, the censors weren't sure how to get
around allowing her to be seen
without destroying her art.
They solved a problem by
drawing a fence to cover the
more mobile parts of her body.
"Whece's there's a will, there's
a way," said Knight.
Then the U.S. Supreme

laughs from the examples
Knight presented of various
ways the censors were circumvented.
Unfortunately,
.some immature jackass wanted
to get some jollies of his own
and called a bomb thre_at in to
Popejoy Hall, delaying the lecture 20 minutes.
Hell, I had to leave early to
meet deadline and may have
missed the best parts.

The audience got some good

"It's true," they said. "It's
true."
Williams putt-putts. around
his old neighborhood m a redwhite-and-blue draped van running for alderman. He talks, he
grins maliciously, he fights popcan throwing construction
workers wearing flag-decaled
helmets. At night he goes
home to the big, sparkling eyes
and yearning arms of Tracy.
But .Tracy, as many women
do dreams about having a
ca;eer of her own. She leaves
her beau at a political dinner,
hops on a jet to Italy, goes
through a good scene with a
Roman cab driver, and confronts Sean. "You took me
serious," he says.
Sean has some photos of his
other project, which he has·
named Crystal a sleazy blonde,
'

this time. One large-size mug is
ripped. Sean really does hav_e a
p~ob~em. All thes? io~~. ladies.
Its like the old cliche. Water,
water everywhere, and not a
drop to drink."
Proba_bly th~ best part of t~e
whole picture IS when Sean, m
all his glory, takes Mahogany
(Tracy) out on t~e streets of
Rome. Mahogany 1s exuberant.
She has· success; she has
beaut-y. Sea_n ~sks h~r, "C~n·~
you hate thiS JUSt a httle.bit?
Of course she cannot. But Sean
fixes her wagon in a fountain.
Mahogany-Tracy must ma_ke
a de~ision. Must she stay ~1th
her rich, pale-faced, blue-veme.d
Italian; her fa~e. her galactic
space costumes, or go back to
her "man," the politician and
ex-running back? Really a hard
decision.
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in all its wisdom, entered
a

r

guidelines for film content.
Knight said the popular conceptions about the Hays office
are wrong, because the ij:ays office-sometimes called the
Motion Picture Association of
America.
(MPAA)-worked
against national censorship,
and headed off many state censorship proposals.

Choice Between Rome &· ChlcClgo
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STEPPENWOLF: After a few years of vacation, the
group is playing together again. Tonight they appear in
concert at the Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. John Kay, lead
singer, says the group is more diversified. That remains
to be seen when they get 200 requests for "Born to be
Wild."

movie Guide
Scenes From a Marriage opens
the Bergman Festival at the
Guild on Central.
Siddharta and Steppenwolf (the
movie, not the group) continue
at Don Pancho's on Central.
Captain Kronos and the Vampire Killers is the midnight flick
at Don Pancho's tonight and
tomorrow night.
Fahrenheit 451 opens at the
Fox Winrock in Winrock Center.
M*A*S*H (the movie) is the
midnight flick at the Fox
Winrock tonight and tomorrow
night.
Cries and Whispers and Am'lu-cord are showing at the Lobo on
Centra:!.
Black Christmas is showing at
the Louisiana Mall on
Louisiana.
3 Days of the Condor is also at
the Louisiana Mall.
Blue Water, White Death, a
true story about sharks, is the
third feature at the Louisiana
Mall.
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Night of the
Living Dead
7, 9& llpm
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"WE'RE CLEANING HOUSE''
e&

Friday and Saturday

ASUNM PEC PRESENTe

ItHCRtEL JILBPIIEY
PLUS SPECIAL GUEST STAR! .

RR\RTSFIELD
DECEliBER I. 19751 .- 8:J;) P.ll.
POPEJOY ILtLL

With

CLEAR DITCH RAMBLERS
Both Nights

8:30pm To Whenever
1720 Central SE 243-0051

TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD STREET
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Fall Final Examination Schedule

I

..

... Keeping Junkies Off Heroin
(Continued from page 1)

SPECIAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

Cla•sifi•d
Fldv• rli•inr:~

Refer to Special Examination Number in
Final Examination Schedule
Editor's Note: Yesterday as a public se?:vice for those students planning to leave campus early, the
LOBO ran the Fall Final Examinations Schedule. Due to a lack of space we were unable to print the
Special Examination Schedule. We now present that schedule.

Final Examination Schedule

1.

ISN'f 'niE
~\~ THING FROM
o~\.~
CACTUS

2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Examination
Day
Fri., Dec. 12

No. Class
English 100 and 101 (all sections)

Sat., Dec. 13
Sat., Dec. 13
Sat .. Dec. 13
Sat .. Dec. 13
Sat., Dec. 13
Sat .. Dec. 13

Math 120 (all sections)
Math 162 (all sections)
Math 121 (all sections)
Math 150 (all sections)
Math 180 (all sections)
Modern and Classical Languages
(All sections of courses numbered below 300time and place to be announced by in<>tructor)
Psychology 101 (All Sections)
Biology 121 (All Sections)
Civil Engineering 202 (All Sections)
Mechanical Engineering 206 (All Sections)
Sociology 313 (All Sections)
Chemistry 101
Mal<e up period for rescheduled Examinations
Saturday Morning Only

Examination
Time
3:00-5:00 p.m.
and
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m,
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
and

4:00-6:00 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Mon., Dec. 15
1 :30-3:30 p.m.
Tues .. Dec. 16
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 17
Wed., Dec. 17
1:30-3:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Thurs., Dec. 18
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Thurs., Dec. 18
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 20
Sat., Dec. 20 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

~----------------------------

"I almost got a job as a truck driver, but the
foreman heard from one of-the workers that I was
From now until November 27. 1975
on a methadone program, so he wouldn't hire me."
JOE, 28, was on his way to work. He started
shooting heroin in Vietnam when he was 18.
"I just didn't want to shoot heroin anymore," he
said with an easy smile. "It didn't take too long."
He has been in treatment before, but started
cturning on again. He has been in the methadone
program for two years, and somehow he did not
have too much to say about himself. People who
feel good do not have too much to say about what
they are doing. He left to go to work.
"I've always hidden the fact that I've been on
Every time you buy a
You must rub out the
MIKE, 20, is from a small town, out of state. "It's
methadone. It makes it easier to keep the job ... sort
Quarter Pounder®*, or
answer you think is right, and
much easier here in Albuquerque. In a small town
of like a bisexual only lets a few people know he is
Quarter
Pounder
with
if the word "correct"
you have a hard time keeping a job. People know
one," he said.
Cheese, (now through Nov. appears, you're a winner!
who your friends are, so you're guilty by
association," he said.
·
He spoke about the reasons for harrassment of
27th) you'll get a chance to
Come into participating
addicts and excaddicts: "When you have a
DWIGHT, 35, has been involved in methadone
test your football I. Q. and
McDonald's for complete
programs for six years. He stopped fixing two
methadone program you're going to have junkies
win a free Quarter Pounder details and play the Fans'
years ago after going through three marriages and
hanging around; you're going to have heroin
with Cheese. We'll give you Favorite Football Facts Game.
11 years in prison. He talked about his past in a facaround and if you've got heroin around the cops
a Football Facts Rub and
tual manner. It seemed like he had learned not to
will be hanging around."
It's almost as much fun
Win
Game
card
with
a
and
exciting as the real thing.
be proud of it.
_
Before he left, he said, "If you see me on the
"The only thing I learned in prison was how to - street, you don't know I'm a junkie. You don't
football trivia question and
peel a safe. I went to a university for three years,"
know I'm on me.thadone. In fact, you just don't
six possible answers to
he said.
know me."
choose from.
"! almost had a job with a mechanical outfit. I
There are several different types of drug
•
McDonald's
didn't mention drugs, but wht;m I went to the docprograms in Albuquerque. La Llave, a methadone
tor he wouldn't recommend me for the job. He just
treatment program, although it does include one
At all participating McDonald's In:
assumed I was still shooting. He didn't even ask
drug-free storefront: DARE, a religious, drug-free
Albuquerque
me. I've tried for three different jo...:b::s_:i:::n..:t:.:h:::e_:l:::a::st::___~Pr:_:o:;:g::r:am~;:a:...nd~O~d:_:-:e:ss~e::!y~H~o~us~e:.:_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J:::=·=W=e=ig'=h=t=\/,'"'4'"'lb=.=b'"'ef=o=re=c=o=o=ki=n:::;:g:,.===========d
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Clearwalcr Benefit Concert Fri., Nov. 14, 7:30

p.m.·12 midnfghl in the cellar o( Hokona Dorm
Adtttssion 50 cents. Sponsored by UNM
rol~song Club.
Entry biHnks for the Mirage cover contest can
Hill be picked up in the Alumni office.
N.C.H.O. members: Please pick up your raffle
titketsaLN.C.H.O. o((ice as soon as possible •

Any students interested in having Math 319,

neCtry oC Numbers, offered spring semester,
pluse: leave your name with the math department
$1'(1'Cb.ryin Hum. 415.
Every Friday Islamic Society meets for Friday
pr1y in Memorial Chnpe\ on campus at 12 noon.
Fori~fo on Sunday meetings, c.'\11277·5237,

Organilattons interested in Las Campanns'
Song F<'st, Dec, 7, may turn in applicil.tions unlit
Xov,t5. Call Sandy Lee, 298..0136 1 or pick up appr~tionsat Student Info Center, SUB.
Entry blanks Cor the Mirage cover can still be
r,cl:ed up in the Alumni o£fico, 2nd noor, SUB.

\

Benefit Food 'can Drive Disco: Sat., Nov. 15,

9:3flp.~.till ?, John MarshaU Elementary Sehool
~fdet1a, Admission: 2 or more canned foods or

'

II. Food to be dist:ributed to needy families on
Sponsored by Black Student

Day.
t~nksgiving
~IOn or UNM.

Hang Gliding Club meeting Mon., Nov.
rm. 231-D, SUB. We have the money for

N

O..r NO sENORffA!

and are having Oy-o(f Nov. 22-Be
can! Election of next semester's of-

~#' .'...,

...

i"""
atth;s Mondl>f'"mee>Ung, Come to cast your
vote.

\.

UNM Ballroom Dance Club Nostalgia. Dance.

Take it from of' Gonzales ... palate
pleasing Juarez silver or gold Tequila
comes from Mexican cactus, too ...
with an imported personality all its own
that's proving more fashionable,
fascinating every sip. Mixes beautifully,
tastes great.

'
'

I

~-Fr;~--designed.by:
<'0
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So~. 22 featuring music from the 1930's to 1960's.
Smtllamission charge.
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lrnpDrtanL N.C.lLO. meeting Nov. 17, Mon., 7

cL.\

P.tn., Chicano Studies.
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Look your best while
you look your best.
You can depend upon TSO to fill. your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses to exact specifications. •
TSO will comfortably and fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of
lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how
you look at life.

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
4300 CENTRAL AVENUE, SE.
4410-A CENTRAL A VENUE, S.W.

j

\

"0

Favorite Football Facts Game
at McDonald's:

week two weeks. Same bullshit."
TOM, has been off and on methadone for seven years. "I realized my problem a lot sooner than
most people, but I just couldn't stick with it. This
is my twelfth time on a methadone program. It's
about the easiest outlet I have now," he said,
"It may sound like the worst cliche, but I went
up through the ladder. I started with pot in college
and worked my way up through psychedelics and
finally heroin. I was a pharmaceutical junkie for a
while, using pure medical narcotics. This doesn't
happen to most junkies·," he explained.

UNM Ballroom Dance Club meeting Fri., Nov.
14,7 p.m., rm. 101, Carlisle Gym.

• < ' •

Play the Fans'

Happy
Birthday
Cathy
I sort of
Like You!
World Faith Week
Speaker: Douglas Moore
November 14, 1975 HOnor's
Center Lounge 8:00 pm
Sponsored by Orthodox
Baha'i Club

'
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WAC Runners to· Clash
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By Peter M~drid
For the Lobo cross-country
team, the 1975 season comes to a
climactic fini.sh Saturday at the
WAC championships in Laramie,
Wyo .
Un'der the guidance of Coach
Hugh Hackett, the Lobos, paced
by Lionel Ortega, Faustino
Salazar, Matthew Segura and
Blair Johnson will be shooting for
UNM's fifth cross-country championship. The Lobos have won
the title four times, more than
any other WAC team.

Hackett said, "This year's conference meet will be the
strongest I have ever seen. It will
be a very close race. The caliber
of the runners in the race will be
high. Texas-EI Paso and Brigham
.Young are the teams to beat this
Saturday because of their fine
runners."
The Lobos have had a good
regular season as old records
were broken and new ones set.
Hackett's runners had the chance
to run against two teams consisting mainly of Kenyan run-
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Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

Spring Courses
Greek 1412 - N.T. Greek 9:00 - 10:30 am M-W-F
Bible 1314 - N.T. Survey 10:30 am - 12:00 pm T-T
Bible 2324- O.T. Survey 6:30- 9:30pm Tues.
Bible 3359- Gospel of John 10:30 am - 12:00 M-W
Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class.
$5.00 - Full Credit

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit
I

~i

Pack Vs. Pokes
I

ners- UTEP and Eastern New
ByJo Lopez
Mexico.
The improved
Wyoming
Illnesses early in the season
Cowboys
are
coming
to
plagued the Lobos. A cutback in
Albuquerque this weekend and
minor sports revenue eliminated
will attempt to improve their 1-8
two invitational meets from the
season record as they go against
schedule. Despite the problems
UNM's Lobos. · Saturday afthat faced· this year's crossternoon at 1:30, University
country team, all looks well for
· Stadium. But the Lobos will also
this Saturday's grand finale.
be trying to improve their 4-5
The race starts at 11 a.m.
record on the season.
Saturday at the University of
Wyoming will be the Lobos
Wyoming Golf Course and will
By Jo Lopez
WAC contest for the season.
cover a distance of six miles. The
UNM's wrestling team will compete in their first dual match
Lobos are 3-3 in conference
team will leave Albuquerque In- the season against the Air Force Academy Saturday night, 7:30,
and Wyoming is 1-5. The
ternational Airport today at 9 Johnson Gym ..
still have a chance to finish
a.m. and return Saturday afCoach Ron Jacobsen said his grapplers are "very ent;nm;iastic"li:
in
the WAC as they were
ternoon.
for their first match. The season is starting earlier than
>rou•cct:u to do before the season
Jacobsen said, mainly because the two schools could not
any other time, and because he wanted the team to get prior
vmw 5 has had some close
perience before they competed in the Oklahoma Open.
last two games.
"Most of the schools that go to the Oklahoma Open have prior ex.
were downed by Arizona
perience, and there's some pretty tough teams in the tournament.
by a mere point, 21-20, and
Schools like Oklahoma and Oklahoma State which are like number
a chance to win that had they
one and two nationally," Jacobsen said.
:cornv•ocou a two-point conversion
Jacobsen said Air Force has a new coach and he does not know
in the final minutes of the
how the Falcon team members will respond to the new
The Cowboys were behind
"They're a respectable team," Jacobsen said. "They beat us
By Tim Gallagher
going into the fourth quarter
The UNM women's field soundly last year."
the ASU game.
The Lobos have at least four lettermen who will compete
hockey team is in Tucson, Arz. to
In a
previous to the ASU
play in the three-team Arizona Saturday's match. These are sophomore Steve Cordova (118
.cu'"""'' Wyoming barely lost to
Invitational, and the women will division), junior Frank Gilpin (134 pound), junior Tom mc.uou1
State, 27-21. The Cowboys
be trying to win their first tour- pound) and junior Tony Barton (177 pound).
also had close losses to
"Their
190
pounder
beat
Milton
Seals
last
year,
so
we
expert
nament of the year.
State (3-0) and Utah
"This one means a lot to us," problems from him," Jacobsen said. "Also, their 177 pounder was
The only win for the
said Lobo Coach Bev Quinlan. seeded in the Nationals last year."
~ow~1ovs was against the UniverThe Lobo team is not quite complete yet as they expect at least
The Lobos, who are coming off a
of Texas at El Paso, 31-14.
two
football
team
members
to
come
out
after
football
season
third place finish in the InMexico beat UTEP two
ago, 23-3.
termountain Regional Cham- These are junior Tom Morris and senior Rick Haury,
Wyoming employs a wishbone
pionships, and second in their Heavyweights. Competing in the Heavyweight division for
Fiesta tournament, will face Lobos Saturday will be Haury's brother, Mark, a freshman.
something New Mexico
Jacobsen said his team is young, but "more highly skilled"
not faced all season. UNM
Utah State and host, Arizona.
"Last year, we went down there past teams he has worked with. "They are very enj~ya,ble to
Bill Mandt said Ws been
getting used to. "We've
after finishing third at In- with," he said.
watching films and practermountain and just played hothe Wishbone all week. But
hum hockey," said Quinlan.
have to face it on the
UNM right inner Sally Broyles
and
they've been doing it
said, "We just have to win this
had to hit the stairs, but as
With
the
roundball
Wolfpack's
:orei~ht weeks now, so they do it
one after losing Fiesta and we
came down Norm said,
bettar than we can ever
should have had second at In- first game only 10 days away down here Dale. We need you."
Coach Norm Ellenberger is run·
~sinlila:te it at practice," he said.
termountain."
Then Ellenberger stopped. "I The Wyoming defense is difHigh-scorer Dana Miller said, ning his squad through grueling
don't
care where you've come
too, Mandt said. "They.
"There's no let-down after In- workouts beneath the orange of
from
you'll
find out how mucb
a 4-3 pro-type set defense,
termountain. We are really up the new Arena balcony seats.
that's different than
"I don't believe the offense 18 000 fans can do," he said
for this."
cr~w, "They know. They'll
:nythinl!' we've played against all
This is the end of what has hasn't scored yet," he said.
Punishment was not out of the just as hard for the ~oo~,
It's a little similar to
been an encouraging season for
sive
play
as
the
offensiVe.
order as guard Dale Slaughter
Young's defense," he
the UNM stickers.

Grapplers Open Year
Against AFA Falcons

the game, but Clayton went in for
the two-point conversion, and the
Cowboys missed that."
Quarterbacking the Lobos will
be the number-three passer in
the nation, senior Steve Myer.
Myer has 1960 yard passing so
far in his short career at UNM.
That is the most ever for a Lobo,
the old mark being 1946 yards by
Terry Stone in 1967. Myer is now
10 yards short of another UNM
record, the single season total offense record of 1840 yards set by
Don Woods in 1973. Myer has 15
touchdown passes so far, six
more than the old mark also set
Stone in 1967.

Quinlan,
Stickers
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The Lobo basketball team readies for the clash with the Yugoslavian National team Huntl
on <a
-'1
November 24. See story, B-ba/1 Wo/fpack Prepares, on p.9.
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B-ba/1 Wolfpack Prepares

Pop open a cold can
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold one.

Besides having a different
the Cowboys also have
number one pass defense in
conference. New Mexico has
number one pass offense,
Mondt said he does not anI:
too many problems from
Cowboys. "I think we can
the ball against them," he
.;if<

I'
i
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If you are tired of your old hairstyle m hairstylist give th,e hair·
designers at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready. for .
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Umsex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
(East of Louisiana Blvd)

coaching staff is
have some injured
who will not be able to
:omn,eto including freshman
quarterback
Don
. Clayton is ninth in the
in total offense and
• Mandt feels, however,
' the Cowboy's senior quarSteve Trusso, is a "betpasser" than Clayton.
"Mandt said, "is the one
engineered that last touchdrive against ASU to put
Cowboys within one point. I
know if Clayton was in. before 'frusso went

Makers OfMHond Made Indian JewelrY
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N.obody makes lbldt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

OLDTOWN

@ 1~14

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co,, Ml!waul\~e and ~thet gtillltdlies,
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, AdvertlseQilents run live or more
consecutive days with'no changes, nine ceo·
· ts per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before five Insertional. ClassUied advertisements must be paid in a.dvance,

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20t
Alb_!lquerqQ.t!.._N ~M..
871:11~

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819:
Un
IF YOU THINK you're pregnant and are confused
about it. Call AGORA. 277-3013, 24 _hours.
11/14
STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central. Also daily
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
11/14

MEN AND WOMEN looking for a way to balance
mind, body, and emotions. Call days: David 2435333; nights: March 242-7303.
11/18
TO

Dob.

MY

J .E.M.

Happy

Birthday

from

11/14

HAPPY FIRST ·ANNIVERSARY Hank, Love
always, Carol.
11/17
RON-is Connie really gonna dance to Clllnrditch
this Friday & Saturday night at Okics.
11/14
Sue.
FELICE N A VIDAD Y Prospereo a no
Nuevo-Christmas cards with Spanish greetings

at UNM DOOKST()RE.

11/14

NICK-That's npt what I meant. Mary.

2.

11114

LOST & FOUND

FOUND, CASH, during the week ending Nov:-"

6.277·2557.

3.

11/14

BABYSITTING FOR NORMAL or handicapped
ehlldren. Reasonable. Diane-266-2995.
11/20
DIVORCE by petition, $36 clerical ree plus filing
fee. 296-4977. 24 hour answering service. 12/1
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe !bedroom, furnished apartment, $160 includes
utilities 268·0525.
11/20
ROOMMATE WANTED, 2bdrm furnished $95 a!·

11/14

CITADEL APARTMENTS-;- An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at S135. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,

243·2494.

\.}·
/f

1971 Gremlin, 6-cyl., 3-speed, A/C, good running
condition. Needs tires. Make offer. 843·9330
daytime, 255·4531 evenings, Diane.
11/14

SHO~wCAsE. For: All facets of per!ormir;gart:"S;

MINOX B CAMERA, acessories $115. This inchades $35 worth prepaid processing envelopes,

mime, psychodrama, magicians, puppeteers, pain·
ters, sc:ulpturers, mind readers, etc. If you have
talent the world needs to know~we have the
place ... Call Toby 296·7555.
11/14

WANT SOME HONEST .DIALOGUE? Three
small groups are being formed at First United
Presbyterian Church, 215 Locus, NE, beginning
this week and running for sbc weeks: Thursdays,
7:30p.m. "So What's the Difference" (Focusing on
contemporary Christian denominations); Sundays,
10 a.m. "For God's Sake, Be Human!" (The human
aspects of the Christian Faithh Tuesdays~ 7:30
p.m. "Self.Empawerment & Awareness"
'Focusing on self-assertiveness). For more information contact Gary WeKver (247·9594) or San·

dy Schiltz (247·9871).

11/18

YOU PICK EM, we'll pie em. Pie Inc, Free
estimates. 881·3134.
11/18
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-1\nd·white processing printing,
Fine·grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality·enlargcmen·
ts, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE,
tfn
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE::::·--~
ACCURATE-- FESTIVE BIRTH .Horoscopes
drawn by Professional Astrologer $5,00. Unique
Christmas, birthday gift. Interpretation $15.
Astrology classes begin Dec. 4, 1975. Bill Nolan,

268·0247.

11/18

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE On.. dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Hllrvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·83~4.1113_,
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·

7147.
11/19
W=IL:;:L;__T"'Y-PE
3292. 11/14

PAPERS,

Call

Ki;-265·

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, 60c per page. 345-3288,
11/14

SERVICES

ter 5:00p.m., 266-7607.

~CHOOL, ADMISSION •Tes\ Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of New
MexicO, Inc, 255-4050.
11/14

12/5

FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, or 265-9593. 12/5

296·4006, 268·5888.

sightseeing. Free info.-Write: International Job
Center, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.

1/21

7.

MALE SIAMESE C~T wan~ed to -inatr:·.,;ij
female
S1amese Immediately

TRAVEL

243·5821

11/18

MIDAS MUFFLER for chevy. Call 265·5495
after 5,
11/18
SILVER SHADE Persian cat, female, year old.
$60 make ofrer. 765·1588.
1l/18

Vw

CAMPER 1961 new engine & transmission,
11!19
radials, $600, 262·0186.
ROYAL UL'rRONIC OFFICE Typewriter. Gc..od
condition. $275 new. Sell $75. 243·5447,
11/19
PIONEER SR-202 stereo reverberation ampli·
ner $65, 266-5158.
•
11/14

WANTED; Used pinball ·machines, an)' condi
tion, 293-1818.
U!~
WANTED: All ·kinds of toolsl294·802~

11/14

VISIT RIO DE JANEIRO this Easter, April
9·17 price $642.includes air fare 1 13 meals, hotel,
transfers. Cnll293-4200.
11/18

8.

11/14

Calvin Horn

AM/FM S-track record~:r with all the goodies.
$9,86 per month, 256-3505.
11/14

--·------

NEW CORONAMATIC 2200 electric typewriter,
E>Kcelhmt condition, $260 or best olfl'r. Call 2427309.
11/17

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makrs. Gitanes $115; Eertins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Dieycles,

By Charles McElw.ee
Two UNM Regents and a state
representative last week said the
matter of a tuition rise will be
largely for the next session of the
legislature to decide.
Regents Calvin Horn and
Albert Simms
and
State
Representative Dan Lyon (DBernalillo), all said it is too early
yet to make any predictions
about what the legislature may
do.
Lyon said he is against any rise
in tuition. "Jn fact, I'd like to see
all New Mexico residents be
allowed to attend university
without paying tuition," h~ said.

tin

SHEP'S MOTORCYCLE accessories & parts,
street and dirt, 9607 Mcnaul NE. 292·

11/14

SCHWINN VARSITY 26". Reeently overhaul~d,
cleaned, lubed, front Lo baek. Nrw cables, brake
pads all around. 247·1457 Robert.
11!17

ROOM IN BEAUTIFUL mountain foothills
home. Mature responsible professional woman
11/17
preferred. 294·4944.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT $125, one bed·
room apartment $110, $75 deposit. 1216 Marble

5.

11/17

FORSALE

'WATER TRIPS. Water !Jeds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Quild Theatre, 3407

Central NE, 268·8455.

FOUNTAIN HELP needed. Apply

in person Datry Queen 1/r l, 6313 Central NE.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Spacious SW valley
homc-fircplac.e, den w/ woodburning stove,
large fenced yard, $80/month, utilities included.
Mitch, days836-5005.
11!17

NW, 294-4944, 243·6389.

&

11/18

LA BELLE'S IS AGAIN hiring for Christmas
heJp.full and part time Sllle~ and cashiering people
wanted. Apply h' -1.~20 Menaul NE during regular
showroom hours.
11/14
PART TlME JOB. Graduate students only.Artcr·
noons & evenings. Musl be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Ap·
ply in person, no phone calls please. Save Way•
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnaul

NE.

11/25

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S. America, Africa, etc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly, Expens.cs paid,

He said the state allows people
to attend scl10ol.for free from kin-

lergarten through high school
and technical-vocational school,
but when it comes to college,
people have to pay. "That doesn't
follow logically," he said.
Lyon said he thinks most of the
state legislators would be against
arise in tuition.

I
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'

I
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Dan Lyon

UNM Tuition Hike
Up to NM Politicians

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Button-holl:'s, blindhoms, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4.00,
262·0637.
11/14

GRILL

FORRENT

0

ASUNM ·Plans Run-Off Election

6. EMPLOYMENT
4.

LO

Three Senate Seats to Be Filled

WANTED: Permission to photograph medium to
large fomalo dog with pups, 255-4239 after

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tfn
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality lO·speed blcydes, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equivment. Trail Haus-Cydery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tfn

1642.

Monday, November 17, 1975

MISCELLANEOUS

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Ht
Fidelity equipment. 40, 50% off. All reasonable of·
fers accepted. Quulity Stereo, 3105 Central NE.
256-3505.
11/14

2122 Conll'l SE. 843·9878.

DAILY

RIDE NEEDED Austin Tex. or 8 hours within.

Nov 21·26. 277·3871,

.~ 1:00.

--~--

New Mexico

'

,,,,,,,

Simms said he thinks it's a
good idea to charge people more
Who want to take more than 18
hours.
"What's happening is some
people are signing up for 24, 28 or
30 hours, waiting for ten days or
so and then dropping back down

Parking: U.
May Share
Fine Money

ByPauiVitt
. Nearly 84,000 tickets, with
!mes ranging from $2 to $5, are
Issued yearly by UNM parking
services. But the university
receives no share of the revenue.
. Parking lot enforcement offleers issue close to 400 tickets
daily during fall and spring
and 200 daily iD summer.
A state statute allows the city
lo collect the fines which amount
loWell over $100,000.
lly agreement between the
negents and the City of
A 1buquerque, jurisdiction over
a.11 campus traffic and parking
Violations is in Municipal Court.
t' Re.gents signed away jurisdicthlon m accordance with.37-1·2 of
e New Mexico Statutes AnTiotated..
'Continued ~n page 2)

to a regular load," he said. "By
that time it's too late for those
who really wanted to take the
classes but couldn't because they
were closed."
Simms said he thinks there
would be a great deal of political
resistance to a tuition rise.
He said tuition rates will
probably go up eventually,
because of inflation.
"Tuition should go up ac·
cording to the rate of inflation
unless other sources of funding
become available," he said.
The fact that New Mexico is a
small state with a small income is
a problem, Simms said.
''Compared to other states•we·
have a much larger percentage of
money going to education, but
still the total amount we're spending is smaller," he said.
<Continued on

By Jon Bowman
got crowded, people walked one will be officially declarea a
The names ·of ASUNM's ten away without signing their winner."
new senators remain unknown, names.''
The seven students who seem
although seven students appear
The attorney general discoun- assured of having won senate
to have landed legislative seats ted the possibility of ballot stuf- seats include Kevin Jaramillo,
in last Wednesday's election.
fing, saying that only one ballot Tom Williams, Rick Lopez, Ellen
The election, in which 2041 . was found wrapped inside Greenblatt, Les Marshall, Rolanstudents signed in as voters, was another _one. Both were voided.
do Benavidez and
Kathy
marred by the fact that 2076
"I don't think the election will Elsberry. None are being asked
ballots surfaced during the vote be contested in court," he said, " to take part in the run-off on
tally.
but until we know if it will be, no Wednesday.
IConllnucd oo pogo 5)
As a result of the 35 vote
discrepancy, a run-off election
has been scheduled for this Wednesday to decide the fate of four
senatorial contenders.
The four-Pam Cyran, Greg
Cruz, GiDger Kilbourne and Celia
lry Judy Herrera
Knight-are vying for three
Inadequate recruiting and insufficient financial aid are just two
Senate seats. Although Cyran, reasons why racial minorities are not fully represented in law schools.
Cruz and Kilbourne won in the
These views were expressed Saturday by a panel discussing
original election, none of them minority admissions to law school at the opening session of the tworeceived enough support to in- day Southwest Regional Conference of the National Lawyers Guild at
sure the vote discrepancy would the UNM Law School.
not have effected their standing
Lawyers and law. students from New Mexico and Colorado also
. over Knight.
heard Santa Fe attorney Steve Herrera discuss the problems of
"I think what. we're doing is minorities and the state bar exam.
very fair," said Brian Sanderoff,
UNM law student Grace Duran of the Mexican-American Law
ASUNM Attorney General. Students Association, said the minority lawyers are badly needed in
·
"We've made a comprehensive New Mexico today.
"About 50 per cent of the state population is Spanish-surnamed, but
investigation, including a recount
of the votes, to get accurate at last count, only 125 of the state's 1500 lawyers are Chicano," she
said.
results."
. Dur.an rec.ognized ..the.need fot Chicanas. in law s.chools but said,
· · Sanderoff·'llttributed the· vote
discrepancy to students who "it's a problem even getting Ch~icanas' to apply.'' . . -.•.•. - . "" .
Marsha Head, a member of UNM's Black American Law Students
failed to sign the voter registry
Association, said a problem with recruiting is that "many minorities
when they cast their ballots.
"We didn't have enough poll- never want to aspire to the legal profession. The seeds are planted
!Continued on page 51
workers," he said. "When things early t~ follow their father's occupation."

Minority Problems
Law Seminar Topic
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Windmills: Grab All the Gusty You Can
By Mike Gallagher
Charles Starr walked into the
room and declared "America
couldn't have been great without
the windmills.''
"You can make a windmill out
of anything and here's a windmill
I saw south of Abilene, Tex. It's
made out of old cars, old auto parts. They use it to pump water but
if you fixed up a car generator to
it, it would make electricity," he
said with a smile that brought
out the laugh lines in his sun
leathered face.
"The windmill should be the international symbol of peace,
power and non-pollution," said
the Cisco, Tex. visionary, and if
you are like most people you
would say, ",Sure Mister, what
else are you selling.'' Charles
Starr does not sell anything but a
dream.
He is one of those men who
blows through this country like a
Texas wind, preaching a new or
old·new idea. A piece of
Americana to the cynics, a "crazy
old man'' to most of us, but he has
an idea and a reason for his idea.
"I went up to Shiprock to take
a picture of the mountain and I
couldn't get a decent picture. Too
much smoke and smpg around
the mountain. Too much smoke
and smog out there in God's country, out there among the Indians.

"A nation without a VISiOn is
lost," he said. He is on his way to
the Circle Bar J Boys Ranch in
Colbert, Wash. to build a windmill.
The ranch is a ranch for boys in
trouble where Charles Starr, at

63, is the resident grandfather.
He has taught farm electrification to the boys, but since
an accident, has curtailed many
of his activities.
He is one of those men who
likes to tell tall tales, more or

less, and is proud of his Official
Empire of Texas Passport which
identifies him as a bragger and
teller of tales. "We Deed to have
more laughter, too. I love see'n
people laugh," he said.
But on one issue he is very
serious: "Scientific development
has been done for industry. What
we need is scientific development
for individual use. I would like to
see a windmill in every
backyard."
Starr said he though the
plications were obvious; and
dependence from the large utility
companies,
no
more
car
graveyards because almost all
an old car would be used in the
windmill and clean air in
Shiprock.
The problems his idea does not
solve are left to others; storage
of electricity, how to build the
windmills large enough to serve
apartment houses and what happens when ·.··.there is no wind.
He had trouble explaining to
people who knew nothing of
dmills how to build one, but he
seemed like a man who would
show you how rather than
you how.
His hands were the hands of a
workmaa, too large for his frail
body and his VOiCe WaS rolot.IUo>l
low. But when he left with a""··'"'
(Continued on p3ge 5J
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